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Abstract
This research studied the impact of mobile banking adaptation in Lebanon. A brief overview of the Lebanese banking sector has shown how it is very dynamic and large. The overview also shows that the Lebanese banking sector is very competitive and changing with the development of new technologies and the availability of new services. To explain mobile banking applications in Lebanon two models were studied in the literature. The first is the innovation diffusion theory which has 5 different constructs: relative advantage, compatibility, communicability, trailability and complexity. The innovation diffusion theory talks about the path innovations take to reach final adopters. The technology acceptance model on the other hand relates the effects of its main components, perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness, on consumer attitude and intention to adopt. Our model is based on both theories and has 8 constructs. It shows the effect of the 5 constructs of the innovation diffusion theory merging perceived usefulness to relative advantage and replacing complexity with perceived ease of use. We have developed 8 hypotheses based on the construct of the model and to study the user-none user effect. A personal administered survey done using convenient sampling managed to gather 315 respondents from 5 different locations in Beirut after administering pilot testing. All variables were tested for validity and reliability using different tests. A bivariate linear regression analysis was used to test the hypotheses and establish the relations between the different variables. We also did an independent t-test to analyze the user none-user effects. It is concluded that this paper with a discussion of the tests and recommending the best way to market mobile banking applications and designing a good version of mobile banking that looks appealing to consumers.
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Introduction
The Lebanese banking system is a very dynamic industry. Banks in Lebanon are one of the most important and strongest thriving companies competing on attaining large levels of competitive and comparative advantage. Occasionally banks launch a series of programs, services and features to improve your banking experience.

Banks are offering services ranging from the loyalty point card system that makes you gather miles to travel the world to more advanced gadgets and programs like “We Initiative” from BLC Bank, Spring Accounts from Bank Audi, Tap-to-Pay and even dating back to the ATM services that made 24/7 banking services available to people all serve to help improve banking quality and make financial transactions easy and accessible to everyone and anyone. Mobile banking applications was first launched in the Finland in 1991 and customers where then capable of paying bills and doing financial transactions using their mobile phones, later mobile banking applications developed standards for wireless financial services and was launched into the global market [1].

Electronic banking users are growing worldwide [2] and the situation in Lebanon may not be different. People’s attitudes towards multi-channel banking has also been growing [3] with consumers appreciating the ease and low-cost that ATM’s, internet banking and other electronic banking channels are supplying.

New innovations and technologies have also been fueling competition in the banking industry and as usage of computer banking is expanding in countries like the US [3] Finland, Turkey, China, etc. In addition, with people growing fond of Internet banking and similar technologies banks worldwide have introduced “Mobile Banking” which is the newest of banking channels. Mobile Banking has been introduced as a channel to do mobile payments which is a solution to facilitate and make micro-payments easier to consumers and bank account holders [4].

Several theories have been used in explaining the course innovations and technologies undertake to reach final users and spread in society or between consumers, our research will discuss the following models/ theories [5]:

- Innovation Diffusion Model
- Technology Acceptance Model
Many researchers have adopted the innovation diffusion model [4] and the technology acceptance model [6]. Some researchers have even used both models to try and interpret the adoption and intention to adopt of new consumer and potential users [6].

Our research will analyze the effects of the “Innovation Diffusion Model” and the “Technology Acceptance Model”. Our research will also help in decreasing the gap between the banks understanding of customers and the needs of possible consumers in order to adopt mobile banking applications. Our research will also identify the factors affecting mobile banking adoption and intention to adopt along with the consumers perception of mobile banking applications. Our research will help Lebanese banks market mobile banking applications in a way that increases the rate of consumer usage and adoption. Our research will help show the benefits of using mobile banking applications in day-to-day activities and to easy do financial and banking transactions using the newest of banking channels.

This research will try to communicate with bank managers to help them better understand the consumers’ needs and level of interest in mobile banking applications. Our research will supply necessary information to the managers take decisions to increase consumer interest and assess the level of intention to adopt mobile banking applications in Lebanon:

• How can banks market and promote mobile banking applications effectively and efficiently to Lebanese customers?

• What are the factors affecting the adoption of mobile banking applications in Lebanon?

The paper showed the different effects of these variables and how they affect consumer’s intention to adopt mobile banking applications and how can banks utilize these variables to come out with an effective strategy to market mobile banking applications. Our results show that usefulness, ease of use, compatibility, triability and trust has positively but communicability has no effect on consumers’ attitude towards them. Attitude towards mobile banking applications has a positive effect on the consumers’ intention to adopt them.

Managers ought to concentrate on highlighting the points of interest the application plays in their lives. They ought to likewise demonstrate that these applications are anything but difficult to utilize and accessible for testing pre-of utilization. Showing that these
applications are perfect with individuals’ lifestyle would upgrade their state of mind and result in more extensive reception goal. Managers ought not center and use heaps of assets on the coherence variable as it has low consequences for buyer disposition and won’t expand selection as satisfied.

Making the application accessible with the expectation of complimentary trail would upgrade purchaser mentality this expanding customer’s goal to embrace. Supervisors ought to comprehend that their most grounded apparatus for enhancing buyer state of mind is demonstrating the value of the portable saving money applications. Bank supervisors ought to concentrate on planning a versatile saving money application that highlights the critical variables influencing mentality. At that point, begin a promoting effort demonstrating the diverse components the application has that would render the application valuable, simple to utilize and comprehend, good, trust commendable and accessible with the expectation of complimentary testing

**Research Objective**

Our research will have the following objectives:

1. To describe the current customer profiles and their banking behavior

2. To evaluate the difference in attitude and intention to adopt between user and non-users towards mobile banking applications in Lebanon

3. To assess the effect of perceived usefulness (relative advantage), perceived ease of use, compatibility, communicability, trialability, and trust on consumer attitude towards mobile banking applications

4. The address the relation between consumer attitude towards mobile banking applications and the intention to adopt them

5. To recommend and suggest appropriate approaches to market and promote mobile banking applications to customers in Lebanon

We are going to assess the current intention levels of Lebanese consumers and find a way to increase interest in mobile banking applications by identifying the relations between the different variables and utilizing these relations to get out with a final marketing plan in order to increase the intention to adopt mobile banking applications.

**Contribution of the Research**
Our research could be used in later research to assess the adoption levels of Lebanese consumers to innovations similar to mobile banking applications. It will also show how the innovation adoption model and the diffusion of innovations theory play a role in the Lebanese society, with particular interest in the banking sector in Lebanon.

From a managerial perspective, our research will provide bank managers with a base in order to better market and manage mobile banking applications and increase the number of adopters. It will also show bank managers the amount of people willing or not willing to adopt mobile banking applications and understand the reasons behind that to improve the services and present it in an improved way.

The paper will also provide background information about the different factors of the TAM (technology acceptance model) and the innovation diffusion model and how they affect the different demographic of the Lebanese society.

**Literature Review**

**e-Banking**

Two most important goals of service providers are to provide superior service quality and to build superior levels of customer satisfaction in order to improve the performance of their business [7].

One of the most significant studies about mobile banking adoption in urban communities has showed that the innovation diffusion theory studies the adoption of innovation over time [8]. The research has also shown a relation between personal innovativeness and the innovation diffusion theory. So this work has showed that targeting innovations on the segment of customers who communicate their experience with others is a very smart move thus highlighting the importance of communicability [8]. This theory has also been used in describing, understanding and analyzing the adoption of mobile banking application in Saudi Arabia [9].

Electronic development in saving money can be followed back to the 1970s when the computerization of money related organizations picked up force [10]. Notwithstanding, a noticeable vicinity of this was apparent to the clients since 1981, with the presentation of the ATM. Inventive saving money, from that point forward has developed by a far cry, supported basically by mechanical improvements in the information transfers what’s more, Information Technology industry. The early decade of the 1990s saw the development of
robotized voice reaction (AVR) innovation. Utilizing the AVR innovation, banks offered the e-banking offices for money related administrations. With further headways in innovation, banks could offer administrations through PCs claimed and worked by clients at their comfort, through the utilization of Intranet exclusive programming. The clients of these administrations were, notwithstanding, basically corporate clients as opposed to the retail ones.

The diffusion of innovations theory are used to discuss the process of that innovations undertake to be adopted [11]. A study by Crabbe et al. [12] done in brazil has shown that the lack of understanding of the relative advantage and other aspects like risk and social security are a major barrier to a person’s intention to adopt.

Similarly a study of service quality dimensions was conducted by [13] which emphasized upon overall internet and mobile banking service quality and its subsequent influence on customer satisfaction and the findings revealed online information system quality to be an important predictor of overall internet banking service quality.

- The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM),
- The Diffusion of Innovation Theory

According to Lassar et al. [14] building and sustaining stronger and satisfying relationships with valuable customers is dependent upon the quality of services. Service quality dimensions related to technology based banking were studied by Ganguli et al. [15] and the dimensions identified were “technology security and information quality”, “technology convenience”, “technology usage easiness and reliability” and “customer service” and out of these dimensions, “technology usage easiness and reliability” and “customer service” were found to have a positive influence on customer satisfaction. The reluctance of using the on-line channel for conducting financial transactions are newness of the service and the security concerns studied by Ramaswami et al. [16]. The quality of automated services offered to the customers should be of high value in order to enhance customer’s delight which results into superior level of customer trust and ultimately leads to enhanced customer commitment [17].
Mobile banking attracts the customer’s attention and there is strong positive relationship with attention and commitment [18]. Many traditional banking services been converted into E-banking services.

**Lebanese e-banking**

Mobile banking can be defined as a banking channel where the consumer/ customer or account holder can use his/her mobile phone to do banking or other related financial services or to interact with a bank [1]. Mobile banking is not similar to telephone banking in anyway and different from internet banking. Mobile banking is based on the exchange of information between the bank and the user through his mobile phone using a mobile application.

Most of the dimensions of traditional banking services are now used in the mobile banking [19]. According to recent research, the Lebanese banking sector is the most profitable industry in Lebanon [20]. After the war, the Lebanese banks have started to operate better and the banking sector started to develop gradually. At first, the adoptions of programs and special services have helped the improvement of the banking industry. Until recently the newest of innovation was introduced “Mobile Banking Applications” and it seems banks have started to battle to attain and make this service available with about 14 banks making their mobile banking applications available on the virtual markets.

All these banks along have rushed to introduce mobile banking applications to Lebanese citizens and into the Lebanese markets. Each of these banks has a unique application with a unique name that offers consumers, users or bank account holders with privileges and advantages that other banking channels may not offer.

Over the past years, several models have been used to discuss, explain and understand consumer perception and adoption of new technologies. These models have focused on several variable or determinants attributed to the adoption of innovations.

**Technology Acceptance Model (TAM):** These are one of the most used models in the adoption of new technologies [5]. Each of these models explains innovation adoption using unique variables. The first variable Relative advantage is the degree to which an innovation or a product is seen to be useful or better than its predecessor [21]. It shows that the technology improves the way of life of the user or customer.
Compatibility is the degree to which an innovation is perceived to be consistent with the potential adopters way of life and how he likes to do his job [21]. This factor assess if the innovation suites the persons ways and habits and if it fits correctly with the way the person likes to do tasks.

Information technology adoption and use in the working environment remains a focal worry of data frameworks research and practice. In spite of noteworthy advances in equipment and programming abilities, the disturbing issue of underutilized frameworks proceeds. Low use of introduced frameworks has been distinguished as a main consideration basic the “efficiency Catch 22” encompassing dreary comes back from hierarchical interests in data innovation [22]. Understanding and making the conditions under which data frameworks will be grasped by the human association remains a high-need research issue.

Diffusion of innovation theory: According to the innovation diffusion theory, complexity is also a factor used in assessing how an innovation diffuses in a society and how it is adopted by users over time. Complexity is seen as the degree to which an innovation is perceived to be difficult or hard to use [21]. The diffusion impact has been characterized as the in total expanding level of impact on a person to receive or reject advancement. Actually, Rogers’ utilization of the ordinary conveyance in creating adopter classifications depends on the dissemination effect. The diffusion impact or interpersonal collaboration (or the word-of-mouth impact) recommended by Rogers has additionally served as the fundamental behavioral theory for a few other advancement dispersion models [23, 24, 25,26, 27,28].

Hypothesis development: Trialability is defined as the availability of the innovation to be tried or tested before final adoption or usage [21]. This factor shows a relation between the persons’ need to experiment with the product and his intent and attitude after having done so.

One of the most important variable that has been added to almost every model explaining the acceptance and adoption of mobile banking applications or any other technology was the perceived risk factor or trust while other research has also given it the name of perceived credibility [29]. Perceived risk is referred to the amount of risk a person takes when adopting or purchasing a new product [30]. Attitude and intention both are a product of the
evolution of the technology acceptance model for the theory of planned behavior and the theory of reasoned action [31]. The above literature review helped in the development of following hypothesis (Annexure 2).

1. The perceived usefulness of mobile banking applications (relative advantage) has a positive effect on consumers’ attitude towards them

2. The perceived ease of use of mobile banking applications has a positive relation with consumers’ attitude towards them

3. The compatibility of mobile banking applications has a positive effect on consumers’ attitude towards them

4. The communicability of mobile banking applications has a positive effect on consumers’ attitude towards them

5. Trialability of mobile banking applications has a positive effect on consumers’ attitude towards them

6. Perceived trust of mobile banking applications has a positive effect on consumers’ attitude towards them

7. Attitude towards mobile banking applications has a positive effect on the consumers’ intention to adopt them

8. There is a significant difference in attitude towards mobile banking applications among user and non-users of mobile banking applications

**Perceived ease of use:** Five items of perceived ease of use were subjected to the PCA using SPSS v. 21. The K-M-O value was 0.88, and Bartlett’s test reached statistical significance. The test revealed the presence of one component with eigen value exceeding 1, explaining 81.7% of the variance, as shown in Table 2, Annexure 3. A reliability test has been carried out, and showed a Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.94, indicating high reliability of the construct.

**Compatibility:** Five items of compatibility of mobile banking applications were subjected to the PCA using SPSS v. 21. The K-M-O value was 0.77, and Bartlett’s test reached statistical significance. The test revealed the presence of one component with eigen
value exceeding 1, explaining 81.8% of the variance, as shown in Table 3, Annexure 3. A reliability test has been carried out, and showed a Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.94, indicating high reliability of the construct.

• **Communicability:** Five items of communicability were subjected to the PCA using SPSS v. 21. The K-M-O value was 0.88, and Bartlett’s test reached statistical significance. The test revealed the presence of one component with eigenvalue exceeding 1, explaining 80.2% of the variance, as shown in Table 4, Annexure 3. A reliability test has been carried out, and showed a Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.94, indicating high reliability of the construct.

• **Trainability:** Five items of trialability were subjected to the PCA using SPSS v. 21. The K-M-O value was 0.87, and Bartlett’s test reached statistical significance. The test revealed the presence of one component with eigenvalue exceeding 1, explaining 78.8% of the variance, as shown in Table 5, Annexure 3. The reliability test has been carried out, and showed a Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.93, indicating high reliability of the construct.

• **Perceived Trust:** Five items of perceived trust were subjected to the PCA using SPSS v. 21. The K-M-O value was 0.85, and Bartlett’s test reached statistical significance. The test revealed the presence of one component with eigenvalue exceeding 1, explaining 83.77% of the variance, as shown in Table 6, Annexure 3. A reliability test has been carried out, and showed a Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.95, indicating high reliability of the construct.

• **Attitude towards mobile banking applications:** Five items of attitude towards mobile banking applications were subjected to the PCA using SPSS v. 21. The K-M-O value was 0.90, and Bartlett’s test reached statistical significance. The test revealed the presence of one component with eigenvalue exceeding 1, explaining 85.00% of the variance, as shown in Table 7, Annexure 3. A reliability test has been carried out, and showed a Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.96, indicating high reliability of the construct.

• **Intention to adopt mobile banking applications:** Five items of intention to adopt mobile banking applications were subjected to the PCA using SPSS v. 21. The K-M-O value was 0.92, and Bartlett’s test reached statistical significance. The test revealed the presence of one component with eigenvalue exceeding 1, explaining 93.5% of the variance, as shown in Table 8, Annexure 3.
Assessing these factors will help in providing a better understanding of the Lebanese consumers’ perception and their willingness to adopt mobile banking. Understanding how much each factor affects the Lebanese consumer’s attitude and knowing how this in turn influences intention will also provide a better interpretation of how Lebanese consumers behave when adopting mobile banking applications thus providing banks with necessary information to better target and position their applications and establish a strong sustainable competitive advantage.

**Research Design**

**Exploratory research**

Our research was based on qualitative exploratory research where an in-depth interview was done with Mr. Wadih Touma, the manager of retail banking at Bank Audi Lebanon. The interview took place on April 14, 2015 for better defining the research problem and management decision problem along with collecting information regarding their mobile banking application AudiMobile. In addition, to gain preliminary insights into what Bank Audi believes or thinks about the mobile banking concern and challenges and why it exhibits certain behaviors (Annexure 2).

**Data collection**

**Descriptive statistics:** The review was disseminated in 2015 in view of advantageous inspecting. The exploration was directed by utilizing a comfort examining strategy, the factual technique for selecting so as to draw delegate information reactions due to the simplicity of their volunteering or selecting units because of their accessibility or simple access. It is the sort of examining where the accessibility and the speed with which information can be assembled.

In this manner, we figured out how to accumulate 315 respondents from five unique areas in Lebanon’s Capital city, Beirut. Tests were gathered from Hamra Street, Beirut Souks Downtown Beirut, City Mall, City Center and ABC Ashrafieh.

Information was gathered from the distinctive areas at diverse dates and distinctive times to expand the level of differences and to get a more heterogeneous specimen as could reasonably be expected. This will better speak to the Lebanese populace and diminish predisposition.
Among the 315 members in the study, 58.73% were male while 41.27% were females (Figures in Appendix A and B). The biggest example of age gathering were of individuals from the ages of 21-30 years of age and they were 46.18% of the specimen bunch, while 24.84% were between the ages of 31-40 years of age, trailed by around 18.47% beneath 21 years of age while 10.19% fit in with the other age bunches.

The biggest rate of the specimen is University/school instructed, around 72.38% of the example. 15.87% were post graduates meaning they have MD’s or PhD’s while 11.75% are of different levels. (Around 3.17% left the inquiry unanswered).

**Results and analysis:** Five items of perceived usefulness were subjected to the PCA using SPSS v. 21. The K-M-O value was 0.88, and Bartlett’s test reached statistical significance. The test revealed the presence of one component with Eigen value exceeding 1, explaining 76.1% of the variance, as shown in Table 1, Annexure 3. A reliability test has been carried out, and showed a Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.92, indicating high reliability of the construct.

**Correlation:** Furthermore a multiple regression analysis was conducted to evaluate how well the six different constructs: perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, compatibility, communicability, trialability, and perceived trust of mobile banking applications predicted attitude towards those applications. The linear combination of the six constructs was significantly related to the attitude, F (6, 299) = 88.45, p<.01. The sample multiple correlation coefficients indicated that approximately 64% of the variance of the attitude towards the applications in the sample could be accounted for by the linear combination of six constructs.

**Regression results:** In Table 9, Annexure 3, we present indices to indicate the relative strength of the individual predictors, the six constructs. All the bivariate correlations between the six constructs and the attitude were positive, as expected. Five of the six constructs were statistically significant (p < .05). Only the partial correlation between the communicability and attitude was not statistically significant, p = 0.745. The regression equation of the correlation is presented as follows:

\[ \text{Predicted attitude} = 0.356 + 0.186 \text{ perceived usefulness} + 0.107 \text{ perceived ease of use} + 0.269 \text{ compatibility} + 0.012 \text{ communicability} + 0.127 \text{ trialability} + 0.223 \text{ perceived trust} \]
The regression analysis and testing of the components of the research showed relations between the variables: ease of use, perceived usefulness/relative advantage, compatibility, communicability, trialability, trust, attitude and intention to adopt mobile banking applications.

The hypotheses testing showed that perceived usefulness has the greatest effect by a factor of 0.76. Communicability had the lowest effect on consumer attitude according to the regression analysis.

• *Predicted attitude* = 0.42 *communicability* + 2.37

Ease of use also has somewhat of a small relation on consumer attitude as shown by the hypotheses testing:

• *Predicted attitude* = 0.58 *ease of use* + 1.58

The compatibility construct has also shown a significant impact on predicted attitude according to the regression analysis done in the hypotheses testing:

• *Predicted attitude* = 0.68 *compatibility* + 1.27

Perceived usefulness has shown a great and significant affect on predicted attitude according to the regression analysis:

• *Predicted attitude* = 0.76 *perceived usefulness* + 0.97

Also, perceived trust and trialibility have major effects on attitude showing in one would result in a change in the other:

• *Predicted attitude* = 0.62 *perceived trust* + 1.55

• *Predicted attitude* = 0.55 *trialability* + 1.73

We found that each variable has a different relation with attitude while attitude effects intention significantly by a factor of 0.78 (according to multiple regression analysis):

• *Predicted intention* = 0.78 *attitude* + 1.28

The multiple regression analysis summed up the affects of the six constructs to predict the significance of the effect of attitude on intention.

We also, found a significant difference in attitude between users and none users. 42% of the variance of the user variable was accounted for by whether the customer is a non-user or a user of the mobile banking applications.
Hence, our research shows that as one of the variables increase it causes a major change on consumer attitude resulting in a positive increase in consumer’s intention to adopt mobile banking applications.

**Recommendations**

Our research has shown the significance of the different variables on attitude and the role attitude plays on predicted intention. Yet, according to the multiple regression analysis done to predict the relation between attitude and intention communicability has the smallest effect while perceived usefulness/relative advantage has the major effect.

- Predicted attitude = 0.356 + 0.186 perceived usefulness + 0.107 perceived ease of use + 0.269 compatibility + 0.012 communicability + 0.127 trialability + 0.223 perceived trust

Thus we recommend the following for bank managers to better promote mobile banking applications:

- Managers should focus on highlighting the advantages the application plays in their lives
- They should also show that these applications are easy to use and available for testing pre-of use
- Showing that these applications are compatible with people’s way of life would enhance their attitude and result in wider adoption intention
- Managers should not focus and utilize lots of resources on the communicability factor as it has very low effects on consumer attitude and will not increase adoption as pleased
- Making the application available for free trail would enhance consumer attitude this increasing consumer’s intention to adopt

Managers should understand that their strongest tool for improving consumer attitude is showing the usefulness of the mobile banking applications.

Bank managers should focus on designing a mobile banking application that highlights the significant factors affecting attitude. Then, start a marketing campaign showing the different features the application has that would render the application useful, easy to use and understand, compatible, trust worthy and available for free testing and trail.

**Research Limitations**
We were unable to do the survey at Bank Audi branches in Beirut due to bank policies that prevented us from doing this kind of personal administered surveys. So, we decided to do convenient sampling.

The convenient sampling has some restrictions concerning selection bias. This means that results might sometimes be unrepresentative of the general population. This is restricted to a type of research not similar to ours. Also, we have managed to get 315 respondents to attain as much a representative group as possible.

**Conclusion**

According to the results of our study, it shows that banks should focus to increase perceived usefulness, ease of use, compatibility, Trialibility, and trust of mobile banking services that will cause to increase the customer attitude towards their banking services. And they also avoid communicability because our results don’t provide support to our hypothesis that communicability of mobile banking applications has a positive effect on consumers’ attitude towards them.

In addition, the vast majority of respondents use web managing an account every so often and numerous respondents have a little learning about the e-keeping money administrations in light of they don’t have much cash in their bank’ accounts. In spite of the valuable discoveries of the study, this exact study has a few restrictions that should be recognized. A few variables were inspected in this study. Future studies ought to endeavor to draw profiles in view of attributes other than these elements.
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